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SILVER BULLET'S AOP TECHNOLOGY
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WHAT IT DOES  Silver Bullet Water Treatment' Advanced Oxidation Process (AOP) technology is a unique,
proprietary electro-chemical water treatment system that disinfects and conditions water to virtually eliminate 
microorganisms and scale formation. The system reduces water use dramatically and increases electrical efficiency 
while eliminating hard chemical additives.

WHAT IT MEANS If you own or operate an office building, hotel, data center, hospital, factory, convention center,
or any other type of facility with a cooling tower and chiller, our revolutionary, commercial AOP enables you to go green 
while saving money.

Creates A Clean System  

Implements With Ease    4 

Saves Money  $

Reduces Maintenance 

 Reduces water consumption by reducing bleed-off
water by 10-35%
 Increases heat transfer efficiency
 Eliminates or mitigates the need for additional,
expensive toxic Level 8 chemicals
 Increases cycles of concentration by controlling
calcium build up

 Reduces frequent, time-consuming maintenance
 Lessens the need for filter upkeep

 Minimizes the labor required to clean towers
 Reduces long term wear, tear and maintenance

 Simple installation that takes less than a day
 Compact, modular equipment system with a small
footprint
 Can be activated with no disruption to facility’s HVAC
or electrical systems
 Starts to work immediately for a facility of any size

 Reduces/Eliminates hard water scaling that can
damage cooling towers
 Eliminates or mitigates the need to add toxic
biocides
 Reduces bacteria concentration by up to 98.9%
 Contributes toward the US Green Building
Council’s LEED certification

BEFORE AFTER



DO MORE WITH LESS:  EACH OF THE SYSTEMS ABOVE SUPPORTS A 1500 TON COOLING SYSTEM. 

THE DIFFERENCE:  THE SILVER BULLET AOP SYSTEM PICTURED ON THE RIGHT IS LOW 
MAINTENANCE, SUSTAINABLE, AND TYPICALLY REQUIRES NO ADDITIONAL CHEMICALS.
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HOW IT WORKS
A "GREEN CHEMISTRY"

The Silver Bullet AOP system is unique in that it 
uses ambient air as a feedstock to create a mixed 
oxidant gas directly on site. The ambient air flows 
through our proprietary reactor. The reactor 
converts the free oxygen into a highly reactive 
mixed oxidant gas.  This mixed oxidant gas is then 
injected into the open loop evaporative cooling 
system water. 

The mixed oxidant gas quickly reacts with the 
common biological contaminants (bacteria, fungus, 
algae, etc.), including Legionella.  Once oxidant gas 
is injected into the water, it has both an instant 
disinfection impact and a sanitizing effect. This is 
accomplished by the immediate formation of 
hydroxyl radicals in the water along with the 
development of many other species of highly 
reactive oxidants. This soup of oxidant species 
attack and mitigate microbial outbreaks more 
effectively than liquid chemicals
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WATER TREATMENT RESULTS

When holding minerals in concentration, the water 
becomes harder and less reactive with the many 
different materials of which towers and pipes are 
made. Since the water is less reactive, less 
corrosion occurs in the system.

Water reports from customers using Silver Bullet's 
AOP show significant improvements to cycles of 
conductivity; the cycles of conductivity are lower 
than the cycles of calcium, proving descaling. Water 
samples tested show the bacterial count is less than 
the industry standard of 10,000 colony forming 
units/mL (CFU).

When using the Silver Bullet AOP system, water can 
generally hold more minerals in solution than it could 
with traditional chemical applications (in most 
situations). This greater carrying capacity gives our 
customers the ability to turn up the set point of the 
conductivity meter, which in turn requires less bleed 
off and creates significnt water savings.

COMMON OXIDIZING AGENTS

SILVER BULLET AOP TECHNOLOGY
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PRIORITIES

 US GENERAL SERVICES AGENCY EVALUATION 

"The (Silver Bullet) AOP test bed had the lowest installed cost and simplest installation 
process. The technology eliminated all scale and corrosion inhibitors and uses small 

amounts of biocide. In subsequent analysis of the three AWT systems at the DFC, the AOP 
system had the least biological growth."

~GSA Guidance—Alternative Water Treatment Systems for Cooling Towers, January 2020

Silver Bullet’s top priority is to treat cooling tower water for microbiological growth, calcium scale and 
corrosion while maintaining tower efficiency and functionality.  The Silver Bullet system achieves these goals while 
providing many additional benefits. 

The most significant of these additional benefits is eliminating the need to purchase, transport, store, handle and 
dispose of hazardous chemicals.  In most operating conditions, the Silver Bullet AOP system naturally increases the 
cycles of concentration.  This creates noticeable water and energy savings with very little maintenance.  The tower 
using the Silver Bullet AOP system only requires monthly water testing to ensure optimal system performance.

BIOCIDE 

In a study conducted by the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the University of Pittsburgh in 2012, 
the Silver Bullet AOP system was found to kill 99.8% of bacteria in cooling towers; including greatly reducing Legionella 
bacteria growth, the cause of Legionnaire’s disease.  Typical chemical feed programs target a limit of 10,000 colony 
forming units (CFU) while the Silver Bullet AOP generally reduces bacteria levels well below 1,000 CFUs. 

SCALE CONTROL 

Management of mineral scale deposition is an important part of a complete cooling water treatment plan. Mineral 
depositions of just 1mm in thickness can reduce heat exchange efficiency by up to 12%. Scales occur in many 
different forms depending on the water chemistry and environmental conditions present, but a form of calcium 
carbonate scale is most common. Scales are not a pure mineral but instead are made up of a mixture of precipitated 
elements, organic and biological components. The Silver Bullet AOP water treatment system inhibits scale deposition 
and aids in scale removal by breaking down the organic and microbial constituents that make up the overall scale 
matrix. This has a destabilizing effect in which the carbonate scale cannot adhere to cooling tower surfaces and 
instead falls into the basin as an inert calcium carbonate. The non-attached carbonate scale can then be flushed out 
during blowdown cycles.

CORROSION CONTROL 

Increasing calcium and other minerals in water through increased cycles makes water less corrosive to system piping.  
As water treated by Silver Bullet AOP works to keep calcium off the walls and suspended in solution, it remains less 
reactive than chemically treated water and within accepted corrosion rates of as low as .5 mil/year on mild steel and 
less than that on copper.  Based on corrosion coupon analysis reports from numerous installations, Silver Bullet's AOP 
has demonstrated the ability to stay well within the industry’s accepted corrosion rates as well or better than traditional 
toxic chemical treatments.  In real world applications, use of the Silver Bullet AOP system has a 90% reduction in mild 
steel corrosion rates and a 40% reduction in copper corrosion rates compared to traditional chemical treatments. 
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BACTERIA REDUCTION RESULTS

Dr. Radisav D. Vidic and Dr. Janet E. Stout of the University of Pittsburgh performed a controlled test of the Silver Bullet 
AOP system to determine its effectiveness in reducing heterotrophic plate counts (HPC) bacteria and Legionella. The 
test was done in a model cooling tower system that simulates realistic field conditions. This model cooling tower 
system was previously used in the ASHRAE 1361- RP project that evaluated six non-chemical devices for their ability to 
control biological growth in cooling towers.

The Silver Bullet AOP performed significantly better than any non-chemical device in controlling free floating and 
immobile growth of HPC bacteria in the pilot-scale cooling tower.

The University’s test results show that the Silver Bullet AOP controls both HPC bacteria and Legionella growth in 
cooling tower bulk water. The average free-floating HPC bacteria concentration was reduced by 98.8% and the Silver 
Bullet AOP solution treated tower met the generally accepted industrial biofouling control recommendation for free 
floating bacteria [fig. 1]. The Silver Bullet AOP sysytem also achieved an 85.9% reduction in the concentrations of 
immobile HPC bacteria [fig 2]. Free-floating Legionella concentration was reduced by 78.1%. [fig 3].

University of Pittsburgh
The Silver Bullet System’s Reduction of Biological Growth in Cooling Towers

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3
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DESCALING RESULTS
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The Silver Bullet AOP treatment system can simultaneously inhibit scale deposition while destabilizing and removing 
existing attached scale. Scales form through a multi-step process that begins with precipitation and attachment to a 
surface. Organic films and biofilms facilitate scale attachment by providing a “sticky” negatively charged surface for 
elements such as calcium to bind to. As a scale deposit grows, more organic molecules and biofilms bind to the 
growing scale mass creating a mixed matrix that supports the scale structure. By attacking and breaking down the 
organic molecules and biofilms, scales cannot attach to surfaces easily and existing scales begin to crumble and 
break free of their attached surface. The net result is effective scale control that allows for higher operating cycles, 
greater energy efficiency and water savings. Figures 1 and 2 show snapshots of the descaling process at two 
separate facility installations on commercial buildings in Washington, DC.
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GRAPH 1 
Descaling Snapshot

GRAPH 2 
Descaling Snapshot
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CORROSION
Increasing calcium and other minerals in water through increased cycles makes water less corrosive to system 
piping.  As water treated by Silver Bullet's AOP works to keep calcium off the walls and suspended in solution, it 
remains less reactive than chemically treated water and within accepted corrosion rates of as low as .5 mil/year on mild 
steel and less than that on copper.  Based on corrosion coupon analysis reports from numerous installations, Silver 
Bullet has demonstrated the ability to stay well within the industry’s accepted corrosion rates as well or better than 
traditional toxic chemical treatments.  In real world applications, Silver Bullet AOP systems experience a 90% reduction 
in mild steel corrosion rates and a 40% reduction in copper corrosion rates versus traditional chemical treatments. 
Silver Bullet Water Treatment uses data of third-party water treatment companies to ensure validity of test results.

GRAPH 1
Difference in mild steel corrosion 
rates of the Silver Bullet AOP and 
several other common biocides used 
in the cooling tower industry.  

GRAPH 2
Corrosion rates at a cooling tower in 
Centennial, CO before the Silver 
Bullet AOP (chemical treatment) and 
after the Silver Bullet AOP installation.  
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REDUCTION OF ORGANOHALIDES
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OVERVIEW
Silver Bullet's AOP system is used primarily for microbial 
control and water disinfection. The AOP also is used to 
effectively oxidize select metals and reduce the level of 
various organohalides. Simply put, organohalides are 
carbon-based molecules that include one or more halogen 
(column 17 of the periodic table including fluorine, chlorine, 
bromine, etc.). 

There are several sub-groups of organohalides including 
halogenated volatile organic compounds (VOCs), haloacetic 
acids (HAA) and trihalomethane (THM). Many of these 
chemical groups are regulated and considered to be toxic 
to humans and the environment. 

EXAMPLES OF ORGANOHALIDES
The number and variety of organohalides are extensive and 
as such, its unpractical to evaluate SBWT’s AOP treatment 
efficacy on all of them. Instead, several common examples 
have been selected due to their relative prevalence and 
industrial significance. By looking at the properties of these 
examples and comparing them to other similar 
organohalides, preliminary treatment expectations can be 
deduced. 

The following table outlines several organohalides that have 
been specifically evaluated for reduction rates following 
treatment with SBWT AOP technology.

CASE STUDY DATA
Silver Bullet Water Treatment’s AOP technology was 
applied to a commercial water body that struggled with 
THMs and HAAs. Following an initial treatment period, 
samples were taken and analyzed for the compounds list 
above according to protocol. The resulting data showed a 
reduction of 91.5% in HAA and 84.8% reduction in THM. 
Notably, 68.9% of the present chloroform, a known 
carcinogen, was removed. 
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SUSTAINABILITY
CARBON FOOTPRINT
Analysis was conducted of the four most common data center/commercial cooling water treatment systems: the Silver 
Bullet Water Treatment Advanced Oxidation Process system, a “traditional” chemical dosing system using sodium 
hypochlorite (NaClO), a “traditional” chemical dosing system using chlorine dioxide (ClO2), and a corona discharge 
ozone system. Ultimately the totals for each system were as follows: 

• 14,950 lbs. CO2/year for SBWT AOP;
• 29,150 lbs. CO2/year for NaClO;
• 59,280 lbs. CO2/year for ClO2: and
• 20,360 lbs. CO2/year for the corona discharge system.

Research concludes that due to the smallest overall carbon footprint, the Silver Bullet Water Treatment AOP water 
treatment system is the most sustainable of the four common water treatment systems.

WATER SAVINGS
Beyond water management, water savings also can be made be carefully examining the overall sustainability of the 
common water treatment systems. Chemical dosing systems and corona discharge systems typically require a 
corrosion inhibitor to ensure proper increase Cycles of Concentration (CoC) and proper cooling tower operation. 
However, SBWT AOP solutions may not require corrosion inhibitors to reach high CoC levels, thus saving water without 
having to contribute to the carbon footprint of the production and transportation of an additional chemical or the overall 
carbon footprint of the corona discharge system.   
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CASE STUDIES
NORAD; Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado

LOCATION: NORAD, (USAF) Cheyenne Mountain AFS 
INSTALLATION DATE: October 2008 to Present 
BENEFITS: Eliminated the use of traditional chemicals in 
a secured facility, and saved significant man-hours with no 
increased cost over a traditional chemical system. 
HISTORY: There are nine individual towers located in the 
secured mountain, each with a separate chemical feed monitor 
pump, which previously required a significant inventory of 

hazardous liquid chemical drums. The time required to test and service these nine individual water systems put a strain on 
manpower and posed a serious security concern. The handling of toxic biocides and other chemicals presented a 
logistics problem, a safety issue, and a paperwork control nightmare.
IMPROVEMENTS: Silver Bullet consolidated the monitoring to three monitoring stations, eliminated eighteen 
chemical feed pumps, added three filters to remove dirt, and eliminated the introduction of liquid chemicals into the 
mountain. The Silver Bullet system significantly reduced bacteria counts, approaching drinking water standards, and 
completely eliminated scaling. Silver Bullet also provided a data acquisition controller for all systems and increased 
cycles of concentration, thus saving water. Since installation, they have had no maintenance issues.

GSA, DOE & NREL; Denver, Colorado 

LOCATION: Building 95; Denver Federal Center 
INSTALLATION DATE: 2014 to Present
BENEFITS: Water Savings, energy savings, mitigate or eliminate chemical usage and 
lower maintenance costs.
HISTORY: The General Services Administration (GSA), an independent agency of the 
United States government, was driven to initiate a Green Proving Ground (GPG) 
alternative water treatment (AWT) program because cooling tower-related water 
consumption is one of largest potable water loads within federally-owned buildings. 
As part of a federal government-wide mandate to be more cost and resource 
efficient, GSA, in partnership with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), 
initiated an AWT pilot project as part GPG program to evaluate performance and cost 
savings related to the water treatment for federal building cooling towers. 

IMPROVEMENTS: The Silver Bullet AOP technology was nominated to be part of this evaluation by GSA and NREL 
because the solution is proven to oxidize minerals and contaminants in the water, kill bacteria (including legionella) and 
break down the biofilm substrate that leads to calcium buildup and scale formation in cooling towers. GSA and NREL 
support the use of Silver Bullet’s AOP solution because the technology has proven to work on buildings where there 
may not be a full-time mechanic or on-site cooling-tower O&M contractor. GSA and NREL also were impressed by the 
ease of installation and use of Silver Bullet’s AOP system, noting that the small wall-mounted unit was installed at the 
DFC in a few hours, is not invasive to the balance of the chilled-water system, and needs minimal to no regular 
maintenance or monitoring.
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www.twitter.com/SB_Water

www.facebook.com/SilverBulletCorp

www.linkedin.com/company/silver-bullet-water-treatment-company-llc

www.instagram.com/silverbulletwatertreatment/

www.silverbulletcorp.com

9500 W 49th Ave. #A-100
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
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